For the analysis of an algorithm to generate binary trees, the behaviour of a certain sequence of numbers is essential. In the original paper, it was expressed by a recursion. Here, we show how to solve this (and similar) recursions, both explicitly and asymptotically. Some additional information about useful mathematical software is also provided.
INTRODUCTION
In the analysis of an algorithm to generate binary trees the authors of [1] came up with a double sequence g n,k and gave a recursion for it (Theorem 9, with notation changed). The sequence g n,0 was of particular interest.
Since there was no analysis provided we think that it is appropriate to explain here how such recursions can be treated properly. In particular we want to discuss generating functions, explicit forms, asymptotic expansions and convenient computer software.
It is slightly clearer to explain things for a slightly modified recursion that seems to be more natural. However, the original one can be treated in the same way, as we will also demonstrate.
Here is the recursion:
for 0 ≤ k ≤ n with the assumption that all values g n,k outside the range 0 ≤ k ≤ n are zero.
GENERATING FUNCTIONS
As in Knuth [2, p. 537] we set up the generating function
Summing up the recursion (multiplied by x k z n ) we find
.
Now note that
Now, again following Knuth, we argue that G(x, z) has a power series expansion in z and x. Since the denominator vanishes for x = r 2 (z), the numerator should also vanish, which means
which leads already to the solution
EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS
As is perhaps not too surprising, there exist some close connections with Catalan numbers, since
Note that
A. PANHOLZER AND H. PRODINGER
There is a convenient method for pulling out coefficients, using (formal) residue calculus, see e.g. [3] :
Note that 3 , and further
This admittedly is quite complex, but it has only one (level of) summation and we cannot hope to do better.
Another approach would be based on the formula
but this would lead to a double summation of the coefficients.
ASYMPTOTICS
The explicit form (2) suggests the expansion of g(z) around its (dominant) singularity z = 1 4 , viz.
with more terms available. Now singularity analysis of generating functions [4] tells us that
A RECURSION
With Zeilberger's algorithm [5] we can first guess a linear recursion with polynomial coefficients for the values g n := g n,0 , which can be proved afterwards, just by looking at the corresponding linear differential equation with polynomial coefficients for the generating function g(z).
In this manner we get for g n the recursion
with initial values g 0 = 1, g 1 = 3 and g 2 = 9. The corresponding differential equation for g(z) can be written as
with initial condition g(0) = 1. Now this differential equation can be solved (or we might just check that its solution is (2)) and therefore the validity of the above recursion is easily verified. A very useful tool in this context is the program GFUN [6] . It would also be able to guess the above recursion, based on the first few values; or it would transform the explicit form of g(z) into an algebraic equation for it, and this equation into an equivalent differential equation, from which the recursion with polynomial coefficients would be available.
THE ORIGINAL RECURSION
The original recursion from [1] that we want to treat is
for 0 ≤ k < n and n ≥ 2 with the assumption that all other values g n,k are zero. When we introduce the bivariate generating function
this recursion leads by multiplication with z n x k and summing up to the equation 
This leads to the relation
Analogously to the previous derivation we get the solution for g(z):
To obtain an explicit expression for the coefficients of g(z) we also need
This yields
Combining the above formulae we thus get an explicit expression for the coefficients of g(z) and therefore for the required parameter. For n ≥ 1 we have
To evaluate this expression asymptotically, we expand g(z) around its algebraic singularity z = 
This assertion can be proved by translating the recursion for g n to the corresponding differential equation for the generating function g(z). The validity of the resulting equation − 6z 2 (105z 2 − 128z + 84) = 0 is then easy to check.
7. SOME NUMERICAL DATA Table 1 contains the analysed parameters g n and g n for a few values of n. We compare the exact values with the asymptotic equivalents a n := 256 27 √ π 4 n n −3/2 resp. a n := 37 27 √ π 4 n n −3/2 , and also give the ratios g n /a n and g n / a n .
